
» Sunday
Self-Reflection Sunday
When we talk about character we like 
to use the following words to help us 
frame our actions and behaviors (trustworthiness, 
respect, responsibility, fairness, caring and citzenship).  
These are the Six Pillars of Character. Take some time today 
to reflect on your performance in each of the six areas.  
Could you be doing better?  Write down one thing you 
would like to see more of and one thing you would like 
to see less of for the year.  
 
» CliCk heRe for a character reflection sheet.

» monday
Plant the Seed Monday
We are all farmers of life.  What we plant WILL grow.   
So, the big question is, “what are you planting?”  

Are you planting the seeds of character by challenging  
yourself and others to be trustworthy, responsible,  
respectful, fair, caring and good citizens? Are you  
challenging yourself and others to make good decisions  
and actively live your values and the values of the  
organizations they are a part of?

TogeTher we can plant 
The seeds of characTer 
and They wILL grow.

» tuesday
Share the load Tuesday
So it might not be your actual JOB to return the shopping 
cart to the store or cart area, but how about taking a little 
time to share that task? Perhaps by returning the cart you 
save a car from getting scratched or you help the store 
employee when she/he has to collect carts. Maybe your local 
waitress or barista would appreciate it if you wiped up the 
crumbs or spill from the table you are at, or you could leave 
that hotel room just a little bit tidier before you check out. 
Remember simple, everyday tasks demonstrate your character!  

whaT can you do To share The Load?

» wednesday 
Good Deed Day
Acts of kindness don’t need to be huge to provide a  
service to someone in need or to make someone’s day  
a little brighter.  Today we challenge you to do a good  
deed. Pay it forward in a small way and then tell us about  
it in words or pictures using #SigmaPayitForward.  
 

“as we bLossom InTo more  
we musT keep In mInd ThaT  
we become kInd by being k ind .”  

» thursday
Golden Rule Thursday
The Golden Rule is about respect; treating others the way 
we want to be treated.  What does respect look like to you?  
What can you do to live the Golden Rule today?  

» friday
360-Degree Appraisal Friday
Invite your volunteer team, officer team or coworkers to 
give you an annual review based on the values of the Six 
Pillars of Character.  After your conversation, re-visit your 
self-reflection from Sunday.  Do you need to make any 
changes?  Does your team need to make any changes?

» CliCk heRe for tips on being a Woman of Character.

» saturday
Food For Thought Saturday
Good citizenship is being a contributing member of your 
community.  Local foodbanks are experiencing a crisis as 
they have more people in need and fewer supplies to  
distribute. Find out how you can lend a hand, either by 
volunteering a couple of hours, or donating some needed 
food.  Remember, to receive much you must give much.

an idea a day to

happy ChARACTeR CounTS! Week.
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CHARACTER COUNTS!

http://trisigma.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Reflections-Sheet.pdf
http://trisigma.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/A-Woman-of-Character-Handout.pdf

